Compact, portable and durable, the Energizer® Hard Case® Professional® LED Area Light serves many of a tradesman’s needs. Take this area light along with you and mount to any metal surface with its strong magnets. Or secure the included mounting plate to a wall for a fixed light you can remove and take with you easily. Protected by a tough rubber over mold, the light can survive a 3-metre drop. And operation is easy, even with gloved hands. Just press the lens to activate.

**BRIGHT**
- Three White LEDs provide 50 lumens
- Illuminates objects up to 15 meters away

**VERSATILE**
- Comes with 2 mounting options – magnet or wall mount
- Impact absorbing rubber over mold
- Survives a 3-metre drop

**TOUGH**
- Impact absorbing rubber over mold
- Survives a 3-metre drop

**EASY TO USE**
- Simple push-lens switch

**Performance:**
- Run Time (h:mm): 31
- Typical Weight: 130.5 grams without batteries
- Dimensions (mm): 30 x 95 (with over mold)

**Before Using Your Flashlight:**
Please read all instructions and cautionary markings on the package and light.

**Important Notice**
This datasheet contains information specific to products manufactured at the time of its publication. Contents herein do not constitute a warranty. ©Energizer / All Rights Reserved.